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          Exam Cram 2 fills the needs of 1,000s of Certified Security Specialists and new security cert candidates looking to upgrade to a CCSP.

	
    SECUR is the first and most important of the 5 required exams to obtain a CCSP. 

    
	
    SECUR is also required for 3 specialists certifications - IDS, VPN, and PIX. 

    
	
    Maps directly to exam objectives for easy review of the requirements. 

    
	
    Author holds 8 certifications, has extensive experience with Cisco networks and security, and is an experienced trainer of Cisco exam topics. 

    


Welcome to the SECUR Exam Cram 2! Whether this is your first or your fifteenth Exam Cram 2 series book, you'll find information here that will help ensure your success as you pursue knowledge, experience, and certification. This introduction explains Cisco certification programs in general and talks about how the Exam Cram 2 series can help you prepare for the SECUR exam. Chapter 1 discusses the basics of Cisco certification exams, including a description of the testing environment and a discussion of test-taking strategies. Chapters 2 through 11 are designed to remind you of everything you'll need to know in order to take-and pass-the 642-501 certification exam. The two practice exams at the end of the book should give you a solid assessment of your knowledge-and, yes, we've provided the answers and their explanations. Read the book and understand the material, and you'll stand a very good chance of passing the test. Exam Cram 2 books help you understand and appreciate the subjects and materials you need to pass Cisco certification exams. Exam Cram 2 books are aimed strictly at test preparation and review; they do not teach you everything you need to know about a topic. Instead, we present and dissect the questions and problems we've found that you're likely to encounter on a test. We've worked to bring together as much information as possible about Cisco certification exams.

Nevertheless, to completely prepare yourself for any Cisco test, we recommend that you begin by taking the Self-Assessment that is included in this book, immediately following this introduction. The Self-Assessment will help you evaluate your knowledge base against the requirements for a Cisco SECUR exam under real circumstances.

Based on what you learn from the Self-Assessment, you might decide to begin your studies with some classroom training, some practice with the Cisco IOS Firewall feature set, or some background reading. On the other hand, you might decide to pick up and read one of the many study guides available from Cisco or third-party vendors on certain topics. We also recommend that you supplement your study program with visits to http://www.examcram2.com to receive additional practice questions, get advice, and track the Cisco security program.

We also strongly recommend that you configure and play around with the Cisco IOS Firewall feature set that you'll be tested on, because nothing beats hands-on experience and familiarity when it comes to understanding the questions you're likely to encounter on a certification test. Book learning is essential, but without a doubt, hands-on experience is the best teacher of all! The readme.txt file on the CD will guide you through the various examples. The CD also contains the PrepLogic Practice Exams, Preview Edition exam-simulation software. The Preview Edition exhibits most of the full functionality of the Premium Edition but offers only enough questions for one practice exam. To get the complete set of practice questions and exam functionality, visit http://www.preplogic.com.
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Schaum's Easy Outlines: College ChemistryMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Most of the measurements and  calculations in chemistry are concerned with quantities such as pressure,  volume, mass, and energy. Every quantity includes both a number and a unit. The  unit simultaneously identifies the kind of dimension and the magnitude of  the reference quantity used...
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Performance Marketing with Google Analytics: Strategies and Techniques for Maximizing Online ROIJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An unparalleled author trio shares valuable advice for using Google Analytics to achieve your business goals


	Google Analytics is a free tool used by millions of Web site owners across the globe to track how visitors interact with their Web sites, where they arrive from, and which visitors drive the most revenue and sales...
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Software Craftsmanship: The New ImperativeAddison Wesley, 2001
By recognizing that software development is not a mechanical task, you can create better applications.

Today’s software development projects are often based on the traditional software engineering model, which was created to develop large-scale defense projects. Projects that use this antiquated industrial model tend to take...
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Why Kids Kill: Inside the Minds of School ShootersPalgrave Macmillan, 2009

	
		
			
				
					
						Ten years after the school massacre at Columbine High School in Colorado, school shootings are a new and alarming epidemic. While sociologists have attributed the trigger of violence to peer pressure, such as bullying and social isolation, prominent...
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Molecular Thermodynamics of Complex Systems (Structure and Bonding)Springer, 2008
With the development of science and technology,more and more complex materials such as porous materials, ion liquid, liquid crystals, thin films and colloids etc. are being developed in laboratories. However, it is difficult to prepare these advanced materials and use them on a large scale without some experience. Therefore, molecular...
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The Personal MBA: Master the Art of BusinessPortfolio Hardcover, 2012

	Getting an MBA is an expensive choice-one almost impossible to justify regardless of the state of the economy. Even the elite schools like Harvard and Wharton offer outdated, assembly-line programs that teach you more about PowerPoint presentations and unnecessary financial models than what it takes to run a real business. You can get...
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